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ITALIAN LEVEL - I
This class is designed for students with zero or a very rudimental knowledge of Italian.
Lesson 1 - 4. This introductory 10-weeks course will allow students to develop basic communicative
skills to:

Introduce themselves and others;
Order at bars and restaurants; Talk about activities and preferences.
The grammar topics covered will include:

the Italian alphabet and sounds; nouns, articles, numbers;
basic prepositions and adjectives; present tense of regular and irregular verbs.
ITALIAN LEVEL - II
This course is designed for students with a beginning knowledge of Italian and those who continue from
Italian Level I. Lesson 5 - 7. During the 10 weeks class, students will develop communicative skills to:

Describe places, ask and give directions; make a hotel reservation
Talk about the weather; talk about past events
The grammar topics covered will include:

adjectives agreements and prepositions; the verbs dovere, potere, volere
the passato prossimo tense;
ITALIAN LEVEL - III
This class is designed for students who have a solid, beginning knowledge of Italian and/or continuing
from Italian Level II. Lessons 8 - 11. This 10-week course will allow students to develop
communicative skills to:

Talk about family; Describe daily routine and Holidays; Discuss shopping and
cooking; Talk about future events; Formulate wishes and express preferences
The grammar topics covered will include:

possessive adjectives; reflexive verbs; object pronouns
the future tense; the present conditional of regular verbs
I really enjoyed my Intermediate Italian class! Gina is a wonderful
instructor and I enjoyed the mix of conversation, grammar, and
reading. Looking forward to continuing and practicing my Italian.
Carol

Italian Language Classes
ITALIAN LEVEL - IV
This class is designed for students who have a pre-intermediate knowledge of Italian and those
students continuing from Italian Level III. Lessons 12 - 15. This 10-week course will allow students to
develop communicative skills to be able to:

Describe and compare people and events; Provide suggestions and recommendations
Formulate wishes and express preferences
The grammar topics covered will include:

comparatives and superlatives; the present conditional; the imperative
CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN
The conversational Italian class is designed for students with a good speaking and reading level of
Italian. Prompts like articles, videos, literature extracts will be used to foster conversation and
work on advanced vocabulary and grammar. Possible topics may include:

Il Made in Italy; le icone del design Italiano; il cinema italiano
il teatro italiano; la musical italiana;
FOR CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN CLASS, EMAIL: INFO@ITALIANASSOCIATION.ORG

REGISTER BY CLICKING ON THE PREFERED LEVEL
LEVEL I
LEVEL II
LEVEL III
LEVEL IV

🇮🇹 Italian Association Members receive discount 🇮🇹
I want to say how much I enjoy Gina teaching
Italian. I look forward to each week for class.
Gina makes things simple and fun. She is an
awesome teacher!
Anna Maria

CITIZEN LANGUAGE EXAM PREP
We offer a preparation course for intermediate
students who have to take the Italian citizenship exam.
Please note that previous knowledge of Italian at the
intermediate level is recommended to attend this
course. For inquiry, email: info@italianassociation.org

